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Etsy is an online marketplace where artists and 
collectors sell their handmade goods, vintage items 
and craft supplies. Founded in June 2005, Etsy 
now includes more than 20 million products and 
over one million sellers worldwide. In the last year 
alone, they generated over $895 million in sales. 

A survey of 5,500 U.S. sellers reveals a unique 
population of Internet-enabled entrepreneurs who are 
building businesses on their own terms — prioritizing 
!exibility and independence over rapid growth, and 
using Etsy income to build resilience in the face of 
declining job security. Though inadequately captured 
by traditional data sets, Etsy sellers join millions of 
workers worldwide who are supporting themselves 
and their families by starting micro-businesses, and 
transforming the U.S. economy in the process. 

E!"# "$%%$&" '&$ (&$)*+,-'-!%# .*+$-.  
While just 29% of all enterprises are women-owned,1 

88% of U.S. Etsy sellers are women. 42% had never sold 
their goods before opening an Etsy shop. By making 
it easy to market and transact, Etsy has enabled many 
more aspiring female entrepreneurs to start and 
manage independent, creative businesses.

E!"# "$%%$&" ,)$-!,/# '" 01",-$"" *.-$&".  
Nearly three quarters of surveyed sellers – 74% 
– consider their Etsy shops businesses. They are 
entrepreneurs who commit signi"cant time and 
personal resources to their shops, and 91% aspire to 
grow their sales in the future. 

$!"# "$%%$&" '&$ ,-)$($-)$-!, "$%/-"1//,2,$-!  
'-) .'-! !* "!'# !3'! .'#.  
Nearly all survey respondents – 97% – run their 
businesses from their homes, and most – 83% – manage 
their shops without help. 56% relied on their own 
savings for start-up capital and 35% reported they 
didn’t need any investment to launch their businesses. 
Despite their growth aspirations, the strong majority of 
respondents – 61% – want their shops to remain “a size I 
can manage myself.” For most sellers, growth isn’t just 
about making money, but is balanced with business 
independence, !exibility and personal well-being. 

E!"# ,-2*+$ +'4$" ' ),//$&$-2$ ,- "$%%$&"’ %,5$". 
18% of respondents sell goods on Etsy full time. For 
the remainder, Etsy sales supplement their other 
income and contribute to "nancial security. 36% 
use the money to cover household expenses, 24% 
for discretionary spending, and 20% contribute to 
savings. 54% of respondents say they would try to 
supplement their income in other ways if their Etsy 
income disappeared.

$!"# "$%%$&" '&$ 23'&'2!$&,"!,2 */  
' 23'-6,-6 $2*-*+#.  
Etsy sellers are part of the shift in the U.S. economy 
toward !exible work. Just 26% of U.S.-based Etsy 
sellers are full-time employees, while 48% are 
independent, part time, or temporary workers. With 
a median household income of $44,900, 10.2% lower 
than the national average, Etsy sellers are combining 
income from both salaried jobs and entrepreneurial 
e#orts to make a living. In an economy where middle-
skill, middle-wage jobs have declined dramatically,2 
the Etsy seller experience points to new opportunities 
to bolster the middle class through micro-business and 
the peer economy. 
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The New Face of Women-
Owned Business
The vast majority of Etsy sellers — 88% — are 
women. This is triple the number of women-owned 
businesses documented by U.S. Census’s Survey 
of Business Owners (SBO), where just 28.7% of 
home-based businesses were female owned.3

 
By providing new opportunities to start and grow a 
creative business, Etsy empowers women who are 
not served by traditional entrepreneurial models. 
On Etsy, women can create !exible businesses that 
"t their lives, balancing creative passions, need for 
income and family obligations. For 42% of sellers, 
Etsy was the "rst place they sold their goods. How 
many of these sellers would have started their creative 
businesses in the absence of these resources?
 

Etsy sellers report higher levels of education and 
lower household income than the general population. 
The majority of respondents — 52% — are college 
educated, yet average median income for Etsy 
sellers is just $44,900, 10% lower than the national 
average. Twenty-six percent of Etsy sellers earn 
under $25,000 in annual household income.

1.". $!"# "$%%$& )$+*6&'(3,2"
4$# )$+*6&'(3,2" $!"# "$%%$&" 6$-$&'% (*( 4

Median age (years) 39 37.3

Gender (% female) 88% 51%

Education (% college or more) 52% 30%

Median household income $44,9000 $50,000

Metro (%) 85% 81%

Thinking and Acting 
Like Entrepreneurs
Despite the fact that they may have started out 
as hobbyists or continue to hold day jobs, Etsy 
sellers are entrepreneurs in their own right. 

N$'&%# !3&$$ 71'&!$&" */ E!"# "$%%$&" – 
74% – 2*-",)$& !3$,& E!"# "3*( ' 01",-$"".  
This view holds true across a range of seller 
characteristics. For instance, 65% of sellers 
whose Etsy shops earned less than $100 last 
year consider their shops businesses. 

$!"# "$%%$&" 2*++,! ",6-,/,2'-!  
($&"*-'% !,+$ !* !3$,& "3*(".  
Etsy sellers, on average, invest about 12 hours a week 
in their shops. For 58% of sellers, this is in addition 

to another job. Top performing sellers spend about 
33 hours a week on their shops, while sellers who 
earn 20% or more of their income from their creative 
businesses spend about 28 hours per week. 
 
E!"# "$%%$&" "!&,5$ /*& 6&*.!3 ,- !3$ /1!1&$.  
Asked to look forward "ve years, 91% of 
Etsy sellers wish to grow their sales, while 
only 3% want to stop selling altogether. 
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“ While working full time from home, I’m able to earn the same income that 
I did outside of the home, and I also have the !exible schedule, reduced 
stress, and sense of achievement that comes with being my own boss. 
As my husband and I are expecting our "rst child in a few months, I am 
more thankful for Etsy than ever before. I will be able to contribute to 
our family’s bills and savings, but also have the freedom to arrange my 
schedule so that I can be present with my family. The beauty of selling on 
Etsy is that I can take a day or weekend away from working, and my items 
are still online, being seen and purchased by buyers all over the world.” 

— Melissa Grice, WellRavelled on Etsy, Tampa, FL
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Building Businesses 
on their Own Terms
By many measures, Etsy sellers are like other 
entrepreneurs: they identify as business owners, 
and commit signi"cant time and personal resources 
to make their shops succeed. But Etsy sellers 
di#er from traditional small businesses in several 
key ways, most notably in their self-reliance.

M*"! E!"# "$%%$&" '&$ "*%$ (&*(&,$!*&" 
*($&'!,-6 /&*+ 3*+$.  
90% of U.S.-based Etsy sellers are sole-proprietors, 
while just 2% are incorporated and 8% are 
organized as LLCs. Nearly all Etsy sellers – 97% – 
run their creative businesses from their homes. 
This is much higher than U.S. Census’s SBO, 
which found that slightly more than half (58.2%) 
of female-owned businesses in the U.S. were 
operated primarily from someone’s home.5 

M*"! E!"# "$%%$&"—83%—&1- 
!3$,& 01",-$"" '%*-$. 
Of the 17% of U.S.-based sellers who do have help, 
nearly three-quarters recruit an unpaid family 
member or friend. Just 6% of Etsy sellers hire 
paid help, signi"cantly lower than the national 
"gure of 13.3% for U.S. home-based businesses.6 
Unsurprisingly, Etsy sellers spend signi"cant 
time on business operations. For every hour 
they spend making their products, they spend 
another hour doing business-related tasks, 
including inventory management, shipping, 
customer service, marketing, and accounting. 

E!"# "$%%$&" 3'5$ 0#('""$) 
!&'),!,*-'% 0'&&,$&" !* $-!&#. 
When asked about start-up costs, a full 35% reported 
not needing much investment to establish their 
businesses. Compare this with the U.S. Census’s 2007 
SBO, which found that only 20.8% of small businesses 
launched without start-up capital.7  

 

 

Of the respondents who did need money to start 
up their Etsy shops, 56% said that they tapped 
their own savings, while 13% relied on credit, and 
10% on friends and family, or a combination of 
sources. These align with the sources of capital 
reported by small business owners in the 2007 SBO 
with one major di#erence: just 1% of Etsy sellers 
took out a bank loan to start up their shops.8 

$!"# "3*(" &$71,&$ %,!!%$ "!'&!-1( 2'(,!'%

The fact that so many Etsy sellers have successfully 
launched shops without outside investment re!ects 
the low-cost nature of their businesses. Etsy also 
reduces costs by making it simple and a#ordable 
to create an online shop and by providing a global 
market of motivated buyers. As a result, many 
creative people have launched shops without 
relying on bank loans or outside investment. 

The scarcity of traditional "nancing among 
Etsy businesses also re!ects the value sellers 
place on autonomy. Responses throughout the 
survey describe a community that takes pride 
in Their ability to !ourish without relying on 
conventional business tools or measures of 
success. Like many micro-businesses, Etsy sellers 
embrace self-reliance and small-scale growth. 
 

"*1&2$" */ "!'&!-1( 2'(,!'% $!"# "$%%$&" 2$-"1" "0*
Did not need much investment 35% 21%

Did need investment 65% 79%

My own savings 56% 60%

Credit card 13% 10%

Friends and family 10% 10%

Crowdfunding 1% $/%

Bank loan 1% 11%

Other 4% 2%
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Success on Their 
Own Terms
When it comes to ambition, Etsy sellers aspire 
to make not just a living, but a life. 

E!"# "$%%$&" )*-’! +$'"1&$ 01",-$"" 
"122$"" 0# 01",-$"" ",8$. 
The vast majority of Etsy sellers — 91% — want to 
increase their sales in the future. But when asked 
about the size of their shops in "ve years, very few 
aspire to be “as big as possible”; the strong majority of 
sellers – 61% – want their future shops to be “a size I 
can manage myself.” They prioritize independence and 
long-term sustainability over growth for growth’s sake. 

E!"# "$%%$&" +'-'6$ 6&*.!3 ,- 
1-2*-5$-!,*-'% .'#". 
When faced with unexpected demand for their 
products, only 7% of those Etsy sellers hired help, 
while 76% expanded their own working hours. 
Similarly, when Etsy sellers who strive to expand their 
businesses list their greatest barriers to growth, 32% 
rank “lack of time” as their number one challenge, 
followed by “lack of customer demand.” Only 1% 
believe their primary barrier to growth is “not enough 
help,” and 11% cite “insu&cient cash on hand.” 

In many ways, sellers’ choices re!ect their 
motivations for starting their businesses in the 
"rst place. When considering their motivations 
for starting an Etsy shop, personal reasons 
outweigh business and income considerations.

+*&$ E!"# "$%%$&" '&$ +*!,5'!$) 0# 
2&$'!,5,!# (81%) !3'- ,-2*+$ (68%). 
Yet on balance, sellers are motivated by both 
"nancial and personal factors. While many started 
their shops for fun, to ful"ll a personal dream 
or for greater !exibility, 63% “saw a business 
opportunity,” and 68% said that Etsy “provides 
supplemental income for themselves or their family.” 

These "ndings re!ect broader trends. In 2012, Harvard 
Business School faculty surveyed 2,000 business 
founders about their entrepreneurial ambitions 
and found that, amongst all age cohorts and either 
gender, “autonomy” was a top motivation.9 A 2011 
Career Advisory Board study found that millennial 
workers ranked “meaningful work” over “high pay,”10 
mirroring Etsy sellers’ priorities. While some see 
their Etsy shops as a source of income or a business 
opportunity, many sellers are equally – if not more 
– motivated by creativity, !exibility and fun.

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Outlet for creativity 81%

Supplemental income for self or family 68%

For fun 66%

Saw a business opportunity 63%

To ful!ll a personal dream 55%

Greater "exibility for self or family 55%

"$%%$&"’ +*!,5'!,*- /*& "!'&!,-6 '- $!"# "3*(.
Extremely or Very Motivating
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 “ I think you can measure how much a person wants something by what they’re 
willing to give up. For me, that meant giving up a secure job in New York 
City to paint wood bowls in Minnesota. Thanks to Etsy, I’m in the process of 
expanding my business, opening a workshop, and hiring craftspeople. In my 
mid-20s, there was a period when I was sleeping in my car after losing my 
job and my apartment in the same month. Today, I have a lot of the stability 
that I was craving that I didn’t have through traditional employment.”

— Nicole Porter, NicolePorterDesign on Etsy, Saint Paul, MN
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Bolstering  
Financial Security
Etsy sellers are on track to generate over $1 billion 
in sales in 2013, a remarkable demonstration 
of the economic power of this community. 
But looking beyond the aggregate numbers, 
Etsy income makes a meaningful di#erence 
in the everyday lives of Etsy sellers.

F*& -$'&%# *-$-/,/!3 */ "$%%$&", !3$,& 2&$'!,5$ 
01",-$""$" '&$ /1%%-!,+$ 9*0".  
For 18% of Etsy entrepreneurs, selling creative 
goods is their full-time occupation. This 
ratio grows substantially among seller tiers: 
47% of top-performing sellers consider their 
creative businesses their full-time jobs. 

E!"# "'%$" "1((%$+$-! *!3$& 3*1"$3*%) ,-2*+$. 
For most Etsy sellers, shops supplement other 
jobs, contributing 7.6% to household income. 
For the average Etsy seller earning $44,900 in 
household income, the impact of this supplemental 
income is meaningful, enough to cover the cost of 
annual car payments or several months’ rent. 

E!"# ,-2*+$ "1"!',-" 01",-$""$", $-3'-2$" 
($&"*-'% "$21&,!#.  
Sixty-nine percent of Etsy sellers say that they 
reinvest their Etsy income in the business, but sellers 
also use the money to cover household expenses 
(36%), make mortgage payments (5%), put away in 
savings (20%), or for discretionary spending (24%). 

I/ E!"# ,-2*+$ ),"'(($'&$), ,! .*1%) 0$ +,""$). 
If Etsy income vanished, the majority of sellers 
would try to "nd some way to replace it, whether by 
“looking for another job” (19%), “reducing spending” 
(27%), or “trying to supplement my income in another 
way” (54%). The sellers who would “do nothing” 
to replace their Etsy income are concentrated 
mostly among those with low sales volume.

Shaping the  
New Economy
Etsy sellers personify larger shi!s in the economy, 
most notably the recent dramatic increase in "exible 
forms of work, the rise of Internet-enabled, peer-to-
peer businesses, and declining economic security 
within the middle class.
 
S$%/-$+(%*#+$-! ," *- !3$ &,"$.  
Though government data is outdated and fragmented, 
the Government Accountability O&ce estimated 
in 2006 that 31% of the U.S. workforce is comprised 
of non-traditional contract, self-employed or 
freelance workers.11 Over the last several years, 
non-employer "rms have increased from 

about 14 million in 1992 to more than 22 million 
in 2010.12 Meanwhile, the number of employer 
businesses has remained relatively constant.13 

N$'&%# 3'%/ — 48% — */ U.S. E!"# "$%%$&" '&$ 
,-)$($-)$-! .*&4$&".  
In addition to the 18% who sell goods full time, 
16% are self employed in other capacities, 11% 
work part time, and 4% are temporary workers. 
Just 26% of U.S. sellers are full-time employees, 
compared to 45% of the U.S. population.14 

“ 18% sell creative 
goods full time.”
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$!"# "$%%$&" '&$ 2*+0,-,-6 ,-2*+$ 
/&*+ +1%!,(%$ "*1&2$". 
The Aspen Institute studied individuals who 
“combine employment and self-employment 
income to generate earnings,” and found that “many 
entrepreneurs choose this path as either a short- 
or long-term strategy to support their families.”15 
Those who combined income sources demonstrated 
higher personal earnings and were more likely 
to move out of poverty than those who pursued 
employment or self-employment exclusively.16 
The Etsy community re!ects this trend towards 
diversifying income to bolster economic security 
and resilience. 58% of all Etsy sellers work other jobs 
in addition to managing their creative businesses. 

$!"# "$%%$&" '%"* &$(&$"$-! ' "122$""/1% 
+*)$% */ !3$ $+$&6,-6 ($$& $2*-*+#, 
where people use technology to trade, sell, rent 
and share with each other. Online platforms like 
Etsy, Airbnb (short-term home rental), and Lyft 
(ride-sharing) have enabled individuals to conduct 
these transactions with relative strangers at scale, 
creating huge opportunities for new income streams 
and enabling both personal connections and more 
e&cient uses of scarce resources. Though quantifying 
the sector is di&cult, these platforms already host 
millions of people, with plenty more growth to come. 

The potential for the peer economy to supplement 
income is particularly heartening in light of increasing 
struggles within the middle class. In September 2012, 
the U.S. Census reported that the American middle 
class had shrunk to an all-time low. Unemployment 
remains stubbornly high, pay rates have decreased, 
number of hours worked has dropped, and home 
prices have yet to stabilize. Middle class workers 
face increasing job insecurity and depressed 
wages.17 Many Americans are fearful that they may 
be unable to maintain their standard of living.18

Faced with ever-diminishing prospects for long-
term job security and economic stability, middle-
class workers have been forced to recalibrate both 
their skill sets and strategies for building "nancial 
security. Etsy sellers represent a particularly 
encouraging response to these trends. They invest 
personal time and resources to build businesses that 
diversify their household income streams and build 
"nancial resilience in the face of broader insecurity.

“ Etsy shops diversify 
household income 
streams and build 
resilience in the face 
of broader insecurity.”

26%
FULL TIME 
EMPLOYEE

24% 
UNEMPLOYED

48%
INDEPENDENT 

WORKERS

2%
WORKING 

WITHOUT PAY

17% 
NOT 
LOOKING

18% 
SELL
FULL
TIME

16% 
SELF
EMPLOYED

11% 
WORK
PART 
TIME

4% 
TEMPS

7% 
LOOKING

$+(%*#+$-! '+*-6 $!"# "$%%$&"
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“When I started my business, we were really struggling, and the income from 
my business has allowed me to provide a better quality of life for us. From 
laptops for my boys for school to weekend trips to the mountains to recharge 
and bond as a family, I have relied on my business to provide the things we 
would never have had otherwise. This has a ripple e#ect for my community, 
as I’m now able to a#ord, for example, to choose to buy hormone-free milk 
from a local dairy. For many of us, especially mothers of young children, 
entrepreneurship is a necessity, something that keeps food on the table and our 
children in shoes. I couldn’t a#ord not to have my business! We’re improving 
our family’s lives every day, and I see Etsy as an incredible tool in doing that.”

— Brandi Arnold, PuurBody on Etsy, Boise, ID
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Implications for 
Public Policy
Etsy sellers are part of a burgeoning micro-
business sector, typically de"ned by businesses 
that employ fewer than "ve people and require 
little start-up capital. Individually, their impact 
on traditional economic measures may be limited, 
but taken together they are reshaping the U.S. 
economy. Yet public policy either ignores these 
entrepreneurs or subjects them to the same 
rules and regulations as much larger entities. 
Policymakers must not only acknowledge the 
economic power of micro-business, but also adapt 
public policies to support and promote them.
 
Q1'-!,/# +,2&*-01",-$""$" '-) 
!3$,& $2*-*+,2 ,+('2!. 
A recent Wall Street Journal article notes that 
government surveys fail to capture individuals 
working in these informal economies, thus 
excluding them from the monthly tally of U.S. 
workers.19 The U.S. government should update its 
metrics to track “work” taking place outside formal 
employment, instead of merely measuring “jobs” and 
“employment” to gauge the strength of the economy.
 
A)'(! &$61%'!,*-", !&')$ %'." '-) !':$" 
!* !3$ 1-,71$ -$$)" */ +,2&*-01",-$""$".  
Clearly, no business should be exempt from operating 
safely or paying its share of taxes, but the vast 
majority of rules and regulations were designed for 
companies with su&cient sta# and resources to 
ensure compliance. We urge policymakers to limit 
the burden these laws place on micro-businesses by 
shifting resources from enforcement and penalties 
to education and training for "rst-time infractions. 

A)91"! $-!&$(&$-$1&"3,( "1((*&! '-) 
!&',-,-6 !* '22*++*)'!$ +,2&*-01",-$""$". 
Etsy sellers typify a new model of entrepreneur. 
They can launch a shop without a business plan 
and often learn business skills as they go. Small 
business services need to re!ect these changes by 
o#ering training and support that are relevant to 
this more informal, Internet-powered sector.

I-2*&(*&'!$ +,2&*-$-!&$(&$-$1&"3,( ,-!* 
%*2'% $2*-*+,2 )$5$%*(+$-! "!&'!$6,$". 
Many public o&cials spend considerable resources 
enticing big companies to move jobs into their 
municipalities or "nding the next high-growth 
startup. Yet these strategies depend on companies 
creating jobs for people in the community, rather 
than investing in the community itself. Policy 
makers should expand workforce development 
and unemployment programs to incorporate 
micro-business development and training. 

U()'!$ "*2,'% (&*!$2!,*-" !* ,-2%1)$ '-) 
'22*++*)'!$ !3," "$2!*& */ !3$ $2*-*+#. 
Flexible forms of work lack many of the social 
protections we have traditionally associated 
with a full-time job, including health insurance, 
retirement security, and unemployment protection. 
Policy makers should develop new policies to 
bolster "nancial security in the new economy. 

Etsy sellers represent a growing sector of the U.S. 
economy: independent, !exible solo-entrepreneurs 
who are taking their economic and social well-
being into their own hands. Together, they o#er 
a new way forward – a path that relies not on 
the actions of a few big businesses, but on the 
proliferation of many small ones to build the 
capacity and resilience of the U.S. economy.
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“I consider my Etsy shop one part of my full-time job as an artist. The 
income from my Etsy shop helps pay my bills, although I wear many hats: 
I am a full-time painter and a freelance textile designer. Additionally, 
when times are tough, I do a lot of other odd jobs, like: shop sitting for a 
vintage shop here in Hudson, garden and lawn mowing at another friend’s 
home, helping an artist clean his studio and organize his artistic life.”

— Gretchen Kelly, GretchenKellyStudio on Etsy, Hudson, NY
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Survey Methodology
The Etsy Sellers Survey was an online survey, 
conducted from November 13 – 27, 2012. The 
sample was drawn from U.S. sellers with at 
least one sale in the previous 12 months. 94,000 
sellers were randomly selected from this pool 
and invited by email to participate. The survey 
was developed by Etsy and conducted by the 
research "rm GfK, Custom Research, LLC. 
Participation was anonymous and con"dential.
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